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Abrikosov (70 years old), Skriabin (67), Burdenkp (67),
Stern (69), and Staijesko (69). In December 1944 the
foundation members held their first session. The
Praesidium was elected, with the surgeon Burdenko as
president and V. V. Parin as secretary. It is already clear
that the new Academy is setting itself a high standard.
It promises to be more exclusive than the Lenin Academy
of Agricultural Sciences, and to elect as Academicians only
workers of the utmost respectability. The first election of
members and corresponding members was conducted with
all the formality of an election to the Academy of Sciences.
It was announced that there would be forty-two vacancies
for members and sixty vacancies for corresponding
members. By October 1945, 600 names had been put
forward for these eighty-two vacancies. The right to
propose candidates belongs to medical research institutes,
medical colleges, and scientific societies. On October 23
the foundation President, Burdeako, wrote a long and
stirring article for Izvestiya, entitled: * Choose the most
Worthy Representatives!' He emphasised' that the most
important characteristics of Soviet science are * the dialec-
tical materialistic method, a close connection with practice,
the complex approach to complicated problems, and unity
of national scientific forces*. Three commissions of
experts, he said, had considered the proposals for candidates,
and on October 28 the elections would take place. Every
day the newspapers carried recommendations for this
candidate or that: Professor Vedrov was publicly com-
mended for using penicillin in his work. Under the title
*Ajx Untiring Research Doctor' the. claims of Z, V.
Ermolyeva were put forward by the aged Academician
Gamalea, significantly without mentioning her as the
discoverer of penicillin (see Chapter 8). Other distin-
guished academicians supported their candidates under the
titles: * In the Struggle against Tropical Diseases'; * On
Guard for the Health of Children'; * Representative of
Medical X-Rays *; 'Ideas tested on the Field of Battle *—

